
Reece have in excess of 700 sites across Australia and New Zealand which 
include logistics warehouse centres, retail outlets, trades centres and 
regional offices, with its considerable infrastructure Reece needed a security 
solution that not only effectively managed minimising theft and intruders, but 
solutions that effectively managed risks associated with employing their in 
excess of 4,000 employee workforce. 

Along with this Reece had aging security infrastructure at most of their sites including 
no real consistency with any of their security systems linking to a central system which 
could be problematic when managing in excess of over 700 sites with various security 
protocols in place. ISD developed a holistic solution that Reece was able to implement 
across all of its facilities which included;

• Working with current systems to reduce up front capital investment
• Upgrade program to achieve risk management objectives
• Service & maintenance program which would save Reece in excess of $100,000
• Provision of consolidated invoice for a national contract
• Provision of monthly security report including data analytics & cost saving initiatives

The outcomes that have been delivered to Reece via ISD’s innovative solutions has seen 
the Reece business reduce its risk profile across Australia & New Zealand, provided 
greater visibility to key stakeholders, generated efficiencies operationally for Reece 
saving thousands of dollars annually and introduced new technologies that are 
adaptable to future innovations and able to grow with the Reece business.

M A K I N G  Y O U R  W O R L D  A  S A F E R  P L A C E



Westernport Water (WPW) manages water infrastructure assets across a 
considerable network and geographic territory consisting of water treatment 
plants, remote pump stations and large water storage facilities with 
significant security protocols and infrastructure in place to protect them 
from various security breaches that relate to these types of assets.
 
ISD was engaged by Westernport Water specifically to overcome complex issues the 
organisation was having managing risk and security on its remote sites with the 
considerable infrastructure it manages. WPW needed solutions to streamline their 
operation and move away from in-efficient security measures which included costly 
traditional security patrols. The solutions introduced to WPW have not only saved the 
organisation thousands of dollars in security related costs due to the introduction of 
new technology but provided greater visibility across all assets which has improved 
operational efficiencies allowing WPW to focus on the management of their 
communities infrastructure due to solutions that include;
• Remote site access control technology
• Dedicated account management & tailored systems reporting 
• CCTV design & monitoring
• Solar powered security infrastructure as a remote site solution
• Centralising all systems monitored 24/7 via ISD control room
• Provision of a staged upgrade plan for outdated infrastructure reducing upfront
 capital expenditure
• Remote service & maintenance of systems to reduce down time and cost for
 call out charges

M A K I N G  Y O U R  W O R L D  A  S A F E R  P L A C E



Situated in the outer north east of Melbourne Manningham City Council 
(MCC) manage community based assets such as public open space, parks, 
community centres, childcare facilities and recreational centres within their 
municipality with the primary responsibility of providing safe and functional 
facilities for their community. 

ISD as part of a panel of security providers were engaged to install, upgrade, 
management and maintain security infrastructure throughout the municipality. With its 
proactive service and innovative solutions ISD quickly has become the contractor of 
choice for council, providing a number of security solutions including;
• CCTV installations & monitoring
• Alarm installations & 24/7 monitoring 
• Duress button installation & protocol design
• Integration of induction systems with access control
• System maintenance and emergency call out repairs
• Installations of access control gates including back up systems
• Dedicated contract management

Council now enjoys greater consistency across its security infrastructure with the 
benefits of the ISD recommended solutions that will see councils’ systems be adaptable 
to change and future needs of its community, with the continued partnership via the 
ISD dedicated account management MCC have a partner they can rely on through the 
provision of market leading security technologies.

M A K I N G  Y O U R  W O R L D  A  S A F E R  P L A C E



CCTV and access control installation, service, maintenance and monitoring 
across all stores within the eastern seaboard of Australia including meeting 
KPI's for fail/ repair timeframes across the store network has seen ISD 
become the security partner of choice for Harvey Norman with the proven 
ability to solve complex problems within remote locations, where store 
owners and the group rely ISD to manage loss prevention programs.

• Remote site access control technology
• Dedicated account management & tailored systems reporting 
• CCTV design & monitoring
• Centralising all systems monitored 24/7 via ISD control room
• Provision of a staged upgrade plan for outdated infrastructure reducing upfront 
 capital expenditure
• Remote service & maintenance of systems to reduce down time and cost for
 call out charges

M A K I N G  Y O U R  W O R L D  A  S A F E R  P L A C E



Alarm & CCTV system fail/repair across the OCVMG portfolio of managed 
properties including shopping malls and multi-level corporate facilities that 
have tailored cyclic maintenance programs to ensure the security systems 
are operating with effectiveness. 

Monitoring and remote access technology are provided to select facilities via the ISD 
24/7 control room where OCVMG enjoy the tailored solution and support services that 
ISD provide knowing their assets under management are protected by the leaders 
within the security industry.

• Remote site access control technology
• Dedicated account management & tailored systems reporting 
• CCTV design & monitoring
• Centralising all systems monitored 24/7 via ISD control room
• Remote service & maintenance of systems to reduce down time and cost for
 call out charges
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